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ABSTRACT
Non-volatile main memory DIMMs (NVMMs), such as Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory modules, provide data durability with orders of magnitude higher performance than prior durable technologies. This paper explores the unique challenges that arise when building high-performance networked systems for NVMM. Compared to DRAM, we find that NVMMs have distinctive fundamental properties that pose unique challenges for networked access to NVMM, both from the NIC and the CPU. We show that much of the challenges in efficient access to remote NVMM arises from the fact that CPU caches are not optimized for NVMM. To address these challenges, we propose a menu of solutions for current hardware and evaluate their benefits.
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• Computer systems organization → Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and networks; • Networks → Network protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The arrival of NVMM DIMMs with sub-microsecond latency requires rethinking the design of high-performance networked systems for modern datacenters. NVMM breaks the storage latency barrier that has long limited the performance of such systems. With NVMMs such as Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory Modules (referred to as Optane DIMMs in this work), making data durable now requires less time (~100 ns) than a datacenter network round trip (~2 µs), reversing a historical trend.1 In the past, persistent media had high latency (e.g., ~10 µs for the fastest SSDs), and systems designed to operate at near-network latencies avoided syncing data to stable storage on the critical path of requests, often sacrificing consistency guarantees. Several networked systems used in industry now support NVMM, including key-value stores [33, 41], databases [8, 38], and object stores [3].

Researchers have redesigned distributed systems in anticipation of NVMMs. (We use the term NVMM to refer to DIMMs with persistent media, excluding DRAM-based approaches to provide non-volatile memory, such as battery-backed DRAM.) These systems include distributed transaction processing systems and key-value stores [19, 27, 35, 50, 54], network stacks [23], distributed file systems [9, 51], disaggregated persistent memory [46], etc. These projects use emulated NVMM (e.g., using battery-backed DRAM) to guide their design, with the (sometimes implicit) expectation that the observations will carry over to real NVMM when it becomes available.

In this paper, we investigate network-level challenges that arise when building high-performance distributed systems for NVMM, with Optane memory as a representative technology. Similar to recent research by Yang et al. [53] on single-machine systems, we find that NVMMs have distinctive (compared to prior DRAM-based emulation setups) yet fundamental properties that affect performance. In addition

1 Although datacenter network bandwidth is increasing rapidly, network latency has stagnated at around 1–2 µs per intra-rack round trip.
to NVMM’s well-understood distinctions, such as higher performance for sequential accesses than random accesses, and lower performance for writes than reads, we discover new distinctions that arise specifically in the networked context. These include the interplay between PCIe or DMA accesses and the NVMM’s internal block size, and performance regressions that occur in particular workloads such as networked counters and timestamps.

What makes fast remote access to NVMM challenging? We find that a recurring cause is that CPU caches are not optimized for NVMM. We identify sub-optimal interactions between caches and NVMM that future hardware architects may target, and we design methods for fast remote NVMM access that work well on current hardware. Our methods address both methods of remote NVMM access: one-sided RDMA access that bypasses the remote CPU, as well as RPC-based access in which the remote CPU handles all NVMM access. In addition, we make the following contributions:

1. We present, to our knowledge, the first detailed empirical evaluation of networking approaches (one-sided RDMA and RPCs) to access remote Optane DIMMs. We show that for small persistent writes to remote NVMM, RPCs have comparable latency as one-sided RDMA.
2. We show that, counter-intuitively, disabling the Data Direct I/O optimization, with which NICs inject data into the CPU’s L3 cache instead of DRAM/NVMM, improves bandwidth of bulk RDMA writes by avoiding random accesses to NVMM that DDIO generates.
3. We show how RPC-based approaches can use the CPU’s DMA engines to achieve 2.3x higher bulk write bandwidth.
4. We present case studies two distributed systems that demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques. We build a state machine replication (SMR) system whose 99th percentile latency for three-way replication is 10.2 µs, which is only 12% higher than a non-persistent DRAM-based version. We build a networked log server whose append rate improves by up to 90% with our new optimizations.

A note on the paper’s organization: After covering background and our experimental setup, we dive into challenges and solutions for low-latency (Section 4) and high-bandwidth (Section 5) access to remote NVM. Section 6 presents our persistent log case study. We cover our state machine replication system in the context of low-latency remote NVMM access in Section 4.

Figure 1: The power-safe domain with Optane DIMMs. The dotted box shows components whose contents survive power failure.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Non-volatile main memory

NVMM DIMMs attach to the CPU over the memory bus, and aim to provide latency and bandwidth close to DRAM. Optane DIMMs provide durability with a few hundred nanoseconds of latency in commodity servers. Optane DIMMs have higher density, and lower price per gigabyte than DRAM. For example, for 128 GB modules, the cost per GB is $35 for DRAM, and $5 for Optane DIMMs.

Applications use memory-mapped files to access NVMM. Loads and stores to the mapped region are cached by CPU caches. All NVMM data path operations run in userspace. The libpmem library provides support for managing persistent files, and fast SIMD-based persistent building blocks (e.g., memory copies). The clwb instruction initiates a write-back of a cache line to NVMM. To wait for writes to become persistent, applications follow one or more clwb instructions by a store fence (sfence), which blocks the processor’s pipeline until all the preceding stores complete. Because NVMMs attach to the memory bus, they are directly accessible from DMA-capable peripherals such as NICs.

A write-back completes when it reaches the memory controller. In machines with Optane DIMMs, the Asynchronous DRAM Refresh feature guarantees that the contents of these DIMMs, as well as buffers in the write pending queue of the CPU’s on-die memory controller survive power failure. These two components form the platform’s power-safe domain. CPU cache contents may not survive power failure. This is because caches are much larger than memory controller buffers, and server power supply units may not have sufficient capacitance to flush large CPU caches after a power failure [42]. Figure 1 shows this distinction. We also consider machines with power-safe caches in our work. Battery-backed servers already provide power-safe caches [19], and future platforms will likely extend the power-safe domain to include CPU caches [42].

2.1.1 Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory. We provide a brief overview of Optane DIMM internals, based on Intel’s
Each Optane DIMM contains several hundred gigabytes (currently up to 512 GB) of persistent media, internally divided into 256 B blocks. It includes a controller that receives 64 B commands over the DDR4 bus, and translates them into 256 B reads and writes to the persistent media. The on-DIMM controller in Optane DIMMs implements write-combining, coalescing 64 B DDR writes into larger media 256 B writes using a write-combining buffer. It also implements wear-leveling and bad block management.

Firmware on each Optane DIMM provides hardware counters for the number of 64 B commands received by the controller on the DDR bus, and the number of 256 B commands issued by the controller to the persistent media. We use the term “in-DIMM write amplification” to refer to the ratio of bytes written to persistent media, to bytes received for writing over the DDR bus. Smaller values of in-DIMM write amplification indicate more efficient use of Optane DIMMs.

NVMM Emulation. Before the availability of Optane DIMMs, researchers used emulation to guide the design of NVMM-based single-machine systems and distributed systems [10, 20, 47, 51, 55, 56]. Emulation techniques include using software approaches to add latency to memory accesses, as well as hardware-based emulation platforms [10].

Recent empirical analysis by Yang et al. [53] with Optane DIMMs in single-machine systems shows that, because of fundamental but distinctive properties of NVMMs that became evident only after the real DIMMs became available, the emulation techniques fail to capture the distinctive characteristics of Optane DIMMs. They find that, compared to DRAM, the performance of Optane DIMMs depends much more on access type (reads vs writes), access patterns (random vs sequential), and access concurrency (number of threads accessing Optane DIMMs) than prior emulation accounts for. Our work finds similar evidence in networked access to NVMM.

2.2 High-performance networking

Modern commodity datacenter networks support single-digit microsecond round-trip latency and up to 100 Gbps of network bandwidth per server [21, 22]. In addition to faster NIC and switch hardware, high-performance userspace networking in the form of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [22] and the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [17] is now commonplace. Researchers have redesigned several distributed systems to take advantage of fast networks, including object stores [26, 37], distributed transaction processing [16, 19, 27, 35, 49], and state machine replication [25, 28, 39].

We expect network latency to remain far above NVMM latency for the foreseeable future. Although network bandwidth continues to improve, with 200 Gbps and 400 Gbps networks on the horizon, reducing network latency is much harder. This is because in addition to propagation delay [43], a network round trip requires at least two switch port crossings (300–800 ns one-way) and two PCIe bus round trips (~400 ns per round trip). These components are already optimized for latency, so reducing network round trip time below 1.4 µs (2×300 ns + 2×400 ns) is extremely challenging.

We review the two high-level methods of accessing remote NVMM next.

One-sided RDMA. Accessing NVMM directly from NICs via RDMA is a popular approach, which has the benefit of reducing or eliminating remote CPU use. This includes one-sided RDMA accesses in application such as transaction processing [19, 50], state machine replication [39], and distributed file systems [9, 31, 51, 53].

Remote procedure calls. Another method to use NVMM in distributed systems is to treat it as conventional storage that clients access using RPCs: Clients send requests to the server’s CPU, which copies volatile network buffers to NVMM and sends responses. With RPCs, the networking subsystems at the server and client are unaware of NVMM.

Although recent high-performance RPC libraries provide latency, message rate, and bandwidth that is comparable to one-sided RDMA in volatile use cases, we find that existing RPCs are much slower than RDMA NICs for bulk writes to NVMM. We improve RPC performance for this workload by using DMA engines present on the CPU die (Section 5.5). We use eRPC [28] for remote procedure calls in this work, although other libraries that provide similar performance are also sufficient. eRPC runs over both lossy Ethernet and lossless InfiniBand networks, and supports end-to-end reliability and congestion control.

2.3 Goals of this paper

A large number of prior distributed systems designed for high-speed networks target applications (e.g., transactions and state machine replication) that require data durability [16, 19, 25, 27, 28, 35, 39, 49]. These systems use DRAM to store data, often as a placeholder for future NVMM technologies. This is because the latency overhead of persisting data to SSDs on the critical path of requests is prohibitive on fast networks, and low-latency NVMMs such as Optane were unavailable until recently.

Our goal is to help future designers of high-performance NVMM-based distributed systems in answering the following question: What aspects of the system should be designed differently for real NVMM compared to DRAM? As an example, we suggest the following change in Section 5: for...
efficient bulk RDMA writes to remote NVMM, the DDIO optimization, which benefits writes to remote DRAM, should be turned off.

We limit this paper primarily to primitives used to build distributed systems, including small latency-sensitive writes, bulk bandwidth-sensitive writes, and networked counters, although we include end-to-end case studies with real applications. There are two reasons for our focus on a microbenchmark analysis of the primitive building blocks: First, understanding the characteristics of these building blocks is crucial for end-to-end efficiency. Second, as we show later, the distinctive properties of NVMM make the behavior of even these simple building blocks quite complex. For example, explaining the performance of these primitives requires carefully studying the DIMMs’ hardware counters.

3 EVALUATION SETUP

Our experiments use three machines with Cascade Lake Xeon CPUs (24 cores, 2.9 GHz). Each CPU has six memory channels. Each channel connects to one Optane DIMM, and one 32 GB DDR4 DRAM. Our primary evaluation machine has 256 GB Optane DIMMs; the other two machines have 128 GB. Unless stated otherwise, we measure performance on the primary machine. We run Linux kernel 4.17, which is the minimum required to expose NVMM over RDMA. We collect hardware counters for Optane DIMMs using the ipmct1 utility. We use the libpmem library for persistent memory programming, configured to use AVX-512 instructions for 64 B loads and stores.

Each machine has a single-port 56 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-3 InfiniBand NIC (PCIe 3.0 x8), connected to a Mellanox SX6036 56 Gbps InfiniBand switch. Our results also apply to newer NICs (Section 4.4), and to modern Ethernet networks, which offer similar latency and bandwidth as InfiniBand [28]. We use InfiniBand’s Reliable Connected (RC) transport for one-sided RDMA. All source code used in this paper will be made publicly available.

4 LOW-LATENCY WRITES

We begin by studying the performance of latency-critical writes to remote NVMM. The key takeaway from the experiments in this section is that one-sided RDMA loses most of its latency advantage over RPCs for durable writes to remote NVMM. With this takeaway, we later choose to design our low-latency state machine replication system with RPCs instead of one-sided RDMA.

4.1 Persistent RDMA background

With RDMA, the required sequence of operations to write durably to remote NVMM is an RDMA write followed by an RDMA read, with DDIO disabled. (We term this combination an RDMA pwrite.) The reasoning is as follows: When an RDMA write completes at the client, the written data is not guaranteed to be present in the server’s memory hierarchy, i.e., CPU caches, memory controller, and DIMMs. At this point, the written data may be in the server’s NIC or PCIe buffers. The subsequent RDMA read from the client generates a DMA read at the server that flushes prior DMA writes from the server’s NIC and PCIe buffers into the server CPU’s memory hierarchy. With DDIO disabled, the DMA writes go directly to the NVMM instead of the L3 cache.

4.2 Durability guarantee of RDMA

Although our processor and NIC vendors (i.e., Intel and Mellanox, respectively) require using pwrites for durability, is the RDMA read-after-write sequence needed for durability in practice? Answering this question is both important and challenging. It is important because RDMA NICs sometimes provide stronger guarantees in practice than what the vendors officially support, and system designers may use such guarantees for higher performance. For example, production systems such as MPICH [30] and FaRM [14] rely on the left-to-right byte ordering of RDMA writes, which the RDMA specification and the NIC vendor prohibits [5, 34]. Similarly, if the RDMA read after the RDMA write is not necessary for durability in practice, developers will choose to omit the RDMA read.

Answering the question is challenging because it requires checking a time-based ordering relationship between two nodes in a distributed system: The server must check if the written data is persistent after the RDMA write completes at the client. This is difficult to do without synchronized clocks.

**RDMA write visibility test.** We designed a novel test to show that an RDMA write completed at the client may not be durable at the server. The test works by proving that such an RDMA write may not even be visible in the server’s memory hierarchy, and is therefore outside the server’s durable power-safe domain. Therefore, designers must include the RDMA read after the RDMA write if they require persistence.

Our test works around the clock synchronization issue by using one machine with two RDMA NICs. We run a server and a client thread on this machine, which use different NICs. The client thread sends an RDMA write to the server thread, and sets an in-memory flag after it gets the RDMA write completion. This write goes through the network switch, so our experiment accurately emulates a setup with the client and server on different machines. On detecting a raised flag, the server thread checks if the written data is visible. We find that the written data is frequently (many times every second) invisible to the server.
Figure 2: Network and PCIe operations involved in writing to remote NVMM with different methods. Red arrows from the client to the server’s NIC are network packets. The dotted arrows are NIC-generated RDMA acknowledgments. Straight blue arrows between the server’s NIC and its cache (L3) or memory controller (MC) are PCIe DMA or MMIO writes; the curved ones are DMA reads. The server’s CPU (not shown) is involved in persisting RPC requests.

4.3 Measurements

We next evaluate the latency added by disabling DDIO and the additional RDMA read. We measure the latency of different methods of writing small items (64–1024 B) to remote NVMM. We use two machines in our cluster (Section 3). We run a single-threaded server on the machine with 256 GB Optane DIMMs, and a single-threaded client on another machine. The client measures the round-trip latency of writes to sequential locations at the server. Figure 3 shows the median and 99th percentile latency of three methods, shown as parts (a)–(c) in Figure 2.

(1) **RDMA write.** As a baseline, we measure the latency of an RDMA write issued by the client, with DDIO enabled at the server. Recall that this method does not provide durability because the server’s NIC may reply before its DMA write reaches the server’s memory hierarchy. As a result, the median latency of a 64 B RDMA write is only 1.4 µs.

(2) **RDMA pwrite.** Disabling DDIO and adding a flushing RDMA read pipelined with the RDMA write increases median latency of 64 B writes by over 2x to 2.9 µs. In our test implementation, the client’s RDMA write is “unsigaled,” so the client’s NIC does not generate a completion for the RDMA write. The client measures the latency of the read-after-write operation using the RDMA read’s completion. Of the 1.5 µs latency increase (from 1.4 µs to 2.9 µs), only 100 ns is due to disabling DDIO, and the remaining 1.4 µs is due to the flushing RDMA read.

(3) **RPC.** With RPCs, the server’s NIC writes packets into volatile ring buffers in the server’s L3 cache. The server’s CPU detects new requests via busy polling, persists them to Optane memory, and replies to the client. Median latency with RPCs is up to 20% lower than an RDMA pwrite, e.g., 2.3 µs for 64 B writes. 99th percentile latency with RPCs is up to 18% higher than RDMA pwrites, but we believe the higher tail latency of RPCs is an artifact of the old ConnectX-3 NICs in our cluster (more in Section 4.6). 99.9th percentile latency...
(not shown in Figure 3) for 1024 B writes is 4.3 µs with RDMA pwrites, and 4.8 µs with RPCs.

The takeaway from our measurements is that switching from volatile DRAM writes to durable NVMM writes greatly reduces the latency advantage of one-sided RDMA over RPCs. Overall, the latency of the two approaches is similar: RPCs have slightly better median latency, and slightly worse tail latency. There is a fundamental reason behind this similarity: RPCs and pwrites have similar network and PCIe operations on their critical path (Figure 2), which are the factors that largely govern the end-to-end latency of simple primitives [26]. In contrast, an RDMA write avoids one PCIe round trip at the server on its critical path.

In addition to comparable latency as RDMA pwrites, RPCs are simpler to use and can reduce round trips needed to complete distributed system operations [26, 32]. For these reasons, we find that RPCs are well-suited to building low-latency distributed systems with NVMM.

4.4 Newer NICs
Although our cluster has old Mellanox ConnectX-3 NICs, our results apply to clusters with newer NICs. (Unfortunately, we cannot update the NICs on our NVMM cluster because we do not have physical access to the cluster.) This is because although newer RDMA NICs such as ConnectX-4 and ConnectX-5 NICs greatly improve the message rate and scalability of RDMA [28, 35] by 5x or more, factors relevant to our work such as network latency, PCIe latency, and PCIe DMA accesses are largely unchanged.

For example, on our 56 Gbps ConnectX-3 cluster, the median latency of an RDMA write is 1.4 µs, and the median latency of an RDMA pwrite is 2.9 µs (Section 4.3). We repeat these latency tests on a different cluster that has newer 100 Gbps ConnectX-5 InfiniBand NICs. Since this cluster does not have NVMM, we keep the target buffers of RDMA operations in DRAM, which gives our ConnectX-5 setup a small (~100 ns) latency advantage. With ConnectX-5, the latency of an RDMA write is 1.3 µs, and the latency of an RDMA read-after-write is 2.5 µs. Despite the advantage, these latencies are only slightly better than the corresponding ConnectX-3 latencies.

4.5 Future RDMA extensions
There is ongoing work to specify and create a new RDMA primitive called "RDMA flush" for NVMM, available in an RFC by Talpey et al. [44]. If the RDMA flush specified in this RFC becomes available, one can use an RDMA write plus RDMA flush instead of an RDMA write plus RDMA read to achieve durability. In addition, the RDMA flush primitive will allow keeping DDIO enabled system-wide because the RDMA flush implementation will handle the flushing of CPU caches.

Replacing the flushing RDMA read with an RDMA flush will have lower latency than pwrites if NIC designers allow merging the RDMA flush request into the preceding RDMA write packet; Kim et al. [29] implement such an approach by modifying an RDMA NIC’s firmware. Figure 2(d) shows the network and PCIe operations used when the flush is merged with the write. In contrast, the flushing RDMA read in pwrites requires a separate packet. Similar to the RDMA read, the RDMA flush operation will require issuing a DMA read or atomic operation on the PCIe bus, which are the only fast methods of flush pending DMA writes over PCIe.

However, we expect that the latency reduction from using an RDMA flush instead of RDMA read will be small, and the resultant latency to be not much better than RPCs. This is because both approaches require similar network and PCIe operations on their critical path. Comparing parts (c) and (d) of Figure 2 conveys this idea visually.

4.6 Low-latency state machine replication
We next design and evaluate an example low-latency durable distributed system—state machine replication—using RPCs. State machine replication is an important low-latency application in datacenters, often used to store small metadata items. In the past, SMR systems that achieved microsecond-scale latency stored their data in volatile memory [25, 28, 39]. NVMM allows microsecond-scale SMR latency with durability.

Leader-based SMR protocols such as Raft [36] roughly follow the following failure-free operation: a client sends a state machine command to the leader. The leader records the command in its log and forwards it to followers; followers reply after recording the command in their own log. After receiving acknowledgments from a majority of followers, the leader replies to the client that the command has been successfully replicated.

We add persistence support to the volatile, RPC-based Raft state machine replication provided by Kalia et al. [28]. Their implementation uses a production-grade Raft codebase [2], so our results are relevant to real systems. Unlike Kalia et al. [28]'s Raft implementation that stores the SMR command log in DRAM, we store commands in NVMM. The key-value store is volatile in our implementation, too: only the command log is persistent, which is sufficient to recreate the key-value store after failure. We implement the command log using a simple array. Saving an entry to our log requires two dependent persistent writes: one to insert an entry into the log, and one to update the log’s tail pointer. There are four dependent persistent writes to NVMM on the end-to-end critical path of each request issued by our client: two
We next study challenges and solutions for bulk writes to
with RPCs. This comparison ignores other sources of latency
write with one-sided RDMA is 2.9
is noticeably higher (by 44%) than in the evaluation of Kalia et al. [28]. This
is because our cluster uses older ConnectX-3 InfiniBand NICs, whereas Kalia
et al. [28] use newer and faster ConnectX-5 NICs.

We also use Kalia et al. [28]’s benchmark workload: We run
a three-way replicated key-value store that maps 16 B keys
to 64 B values. We use one client that issues PUT requests to
this store, keeping one request outstanding at a time. Since
we have only three machines in our NVMM cluster, we co-
locate the client with the third replica. We ensure that the
third replica is not the Raft leader, so the client’s request to
the leader goes over the network instead of looping back
through its NIC.

Table 1 compares the three-way replication latency of our
system measured at the client, with the SMR command log
stored either in DRAM or in NVMM. Using NVMM instead
of DRAM adds only 1 µs and 1.1 µs to the median and 99th
percentile latency, respectively.2

Comparison with one-sided RDMA. The current state-of-
the-art RDMA-based SMR system is DARE [39]. However,
DARE replicates to DRAM and its codebase does not support
NVMM. We chose to not port DARE to NVMM because the
best-case latency of such a system (named DARE-persistent)
would be substantially worse than ours. Replication in DARE-
persistent requires three network round trips: one volatile
RPC from the client to the SMR leader, and two dependent
persistent writes from the leader to followers for log replica-
tion. We measured that the median latency of volatile RPCs
in our cluster is 2.3 µs. The median latency of one persistent
write with one-sided RDMA is 2.9 µs (Figure 3). Therefore,
the end-to-end median latency of DARE-persistent is at least
8.1 µs (2.3 µs + 2×2.9 µs), substantially higher than the 6.6 µs
with RPCs. This comparison ignores other sources of latency
in DARE such as computation at the leader, which are in-
cluded in our system’s latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log storage</th>
<th>Median (µs)</th>
<th>99% (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optane DIMMs</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Three-way Raft replication latency

at the leader, and two at the followers. Followers work in
parallel, so only one of them is on the critical path.

We contribute new optimizations that improve the perfor-
ance of bulk writes to remote NVMM for both RDMA and
RPC approaches. The key takeaways from the experiments
in this section are as follows.

First, for RDMA writes, we find that, counter-intuitively,
 disabling DDIO at the server improves bandwidth for bulk
writes. Put briefly, DDIO reduces bulk write bandwidth be-
cause it injects the sequential DMA writes into L3 cache,
which later evict into NVMM in near-random order, reduc-
ning performance. We discuss this mechanism in detail later
in this section.

Second, for RPCs, we find that existing RPC libraries pro-
vide low throughput for bulk writes to remote NVMM. This
happens because CPU cores are much slower than RDMA or
DMA engines at writing to NVMM. While eRPC can achieve
up to 75 Gbps for bulk writes to remote volatile memory [28]
with one core, it achieves only 22 Gbps for bulk writes to
remote NVMM. We show how RPC-based approaches can
use an on-CPU DMA engine to offload the copying of volatile
RPC buffers to NVMM buffers, improving bandwidth by 2.3x
(reaching line rate on our setup).

5 HIGH-BANDWIDTH BULK WRITES

In subsequent sections, we advocate disabling DDIO as a cru-
ial optimization for efficient bulk RDMA writes to remote
NVMM. Because disabling DDIO is necessary for durability
with one-sided RDMA with current power-safe technologies,
itis might seem that all RDMA-based NVMM systems will
obviously disable DDIO. We emphasize that this is not the
case. Developers may choose to not disable DDIO in such
systems for four reasons.

1. Recent RDMA-based NVMM systems such as Orion [51],
Assise [9] and PASTE [23] use RDMA (or PCIe DMA in
PASTE) writes to place network data in remote NVMM,
and then use the remote CPU to flush the written cache
lines to NVMM. These systems provide durability with-
out disabling DDIO. However, they suffer from the
DDIO-induced NVMM access pattern randomization.

2. DDIO is an important optimization in volatile systems,
so developers may wish to keep it in NVMM-based
systems that do not require persistence, e.g., cases
where NVMM serves as a large DRAM, or in persistent
applications that require weak consistency.

3. Disabling DDIO is unnecessary for durability in cur-
rent battery-backed servers [19], and in future plat-
forms in which CPU caches survive power failure [42].

4. DDIO is on by default, and developers may misconfig-
ure the system by failing to disable it.

5.1 Discussion on disabling DDIO

In subsequent sections, we advocate disabling DDIO as a cru-
ial optimization for efficient bulk RDMA writes to remote
NVMM. Because disabling DDIO is necessary for durability
with one-sided RDMA with current power-safe technologies,
it is might seem that all RDMA-based NVMM systems will
obviously disable DDIO. We emphasize that this is not the
case. Developers may choose to not disable DDIO in such
systems for four reasons.

DDIO at the server improves bandwidth for bulk

1. Recent RDMA-based NVMM systems such as Orion [51],
Assise [9] and PASTE [23] use RDMA (or PCIe DMA in
PASTE) writes to place network data in remote NVMM,
and then use the remote CPU to flush the written cache
lines to NVMM. These systems provide durability with-
out disabling DDIO. However, they suffer from the
DDIO-induced NVMM access pattern randomization.

2. DDIO is an important optimization in volatile systems,
so developers may wish to keep it in NVMM-based
systems that do not require persistence, e.g., cases
where NVMM serves as a large DRAM, or in persistent
applications that require weak consistency.

3. Disabling DDIO is unnecessary for durability in cur-
rent battery-backed servers [19], and in future plat-
forms in which CPU caches survive power failure [42].

4. DDIO is on by default, and developers may misconfig-
ure the system by failing to disable it.
We measure the performance of bulk writes to remote NVMM with one-sided RDMA (with and without DDIO) and RPCs. The red line shows our network’s line rate (56 Gbps). The blue bars show the throughput of 256 B writes to the DIMMs’ persistent media, which can exceed network bandwidth due to in-DIMM write amplification (Section 2.1.1).

5.2 Improving RDMA bandwidth

We measure the performance of bulk writes to remote NVMM with RDMA and RPCs as follows. We run a single-threaded server and client process on two separate machines. The client issues large writes to remote NVMM, pipelining its write requests (implemented with either RDMA or asynchronous RPCs) to avoid blocking. In the RPC mode, an application-level request handler at the server manages all NVMM access, i.e., we do not modify eRPC’s internals. Figure 4 shows the client’s throughput for 2 MB writes with RDMA (with and without DDIO) and RPCs. For each approach, we also show the throughput of writes to the persistent media at the server, reported by the Optane DIMMs’ hardware counters. We discuss only RDMA throughput in this section. In the next section, we show how we improve the low throughput of RPCs.

RDMA writes achieve 45 Gbps, which is close to the maximum achievable throughput on our 56 Gbps InfiniBand network. Although RDMA writes saturate our network, our measurements using the Optane DIMMs’ hardware counters show that the RDMA writes are inefficient because they cause a high in-DIMM write amplification of around 2x. This means that 2x more bytes are written to the DIMM’s persistent media than are received over the network (Section 2.1.1). Figure 4 also shows that in our test, bandwidth of data written to the Optane DIMMs is around 10.6 GB/s—2x higher than the bandwidth achieved over the network.

This write amplification is problematic for two reasons. First, even in servers where all six memory channels are populated with Optane DIMMs, it leaves little bandwidth for use by other applications. The six Optane DIMMs on our server support a total write throughput of around 13 GB/s [53], so writing to the DIMMs at 10.6 GB/s leaves only 2.4 GB/s for other applications. Second, because Optane DIMMs are expensive, we expect some datacenter operators to use fewer DIMMs per server. We re-ran the previous experiment with only one Optane DIMM at the server, which shifts the bottleneck from the InfiniBand network to the Optane DIMM. In this setup, the bulk RDMA write throughput is 1.15 GB/s, half of the one DIMM’s peak 2.3 GB/s persistent media write throughput.

We found that the high in-DIMM write amplification happens because the CPU cache is not optimized for NVMM. Specifically, the DDIO feature of the L3 cache turns the sequential RDMA accesses into near-random writes to the Optane DIMMs, as follows. With DDIO enabled, RDMA NICs inject data into L3 cache, and the cache lines eventually evict to the Optane DIMMs in some proprietary eviction order that is near-random in practice. Although CPU caches typically implement some form of least recently used eviction policy within a cache set, consecutive cache lines typically map to distinct cache sets. When an Optane DIMM fails to coalesce a 64 B write with writes to adjacent locations, it issues 256 B read-modify-write commands to its persistent media, resulting in write amplification. Yang et al. [53, Sec 5.2] make a related observation for CPU cores writing data to caches instead of writing directly to NVMM with non-temporal stores.

Disabling DDIO eliminates the access pattern randomization and write amplification. Figure 4 shows that disabling DDIO makes bulk RDMA writes more efficient. Although the network throughput is still near line rate, the write bandwidth to the Optane DIMMs measured using the DIMMs’ hardware counters decreases from 84.8 Gbps to 45.6 Gbps.

Challenges for hardware designers. To our knowledge, existing proposals for cache eviction policies for NVMM operate at a cache line granularity [13, 40, 48]. Compared to eviction policies for DRAM, these policies account for the higher energy cost of writes than reads with NVMM. However, they do not handle the important case where the NVMM’s block size is larger than the 64 B cache line size, e.g., 256 B in the case of Optane DIMMs. The results from this paper in the networked context, and from Yang et al. [53] in the single machine context, suggest that an efficient cache eviction policy for NVMM should account for block sizes larger than cache lines.

RPC performance. Figure 4 also shows that the RPC-based approach achieves low performance—only around 22 Gbps. This is as expected: the server thread receives data over the network at line rate (around 46 Gbps), and copies it to Optane DIMMs at around 34 Gbps (equal to the single-core NVMM write speed [53]). The resulting bandwidth is...
(1/46 + 1/34)⁻¹ = 19.5 Gbps, which is close to 22 Gbps. Next, we show how we can improve RPC throughput to match the network speed by leveraging DMA engines present on modern CPUs.

### 5.3 DMA engine background

An on-die DMA engine, such as Intel’s I/O Acceleration Technology (IOAT) DMA engine, aims to accelerate memory copies in applications such as high-speed networking and storage. Processors have included a DMA engine for over a decade, but these accelerators have seen little use. One notable recent use case is in high-speed networking at Google, where the IOAT DMA engine copies network packets from the NIC’s ring buffers to application buffers [32]. In contrast to their use case that targets volatile buffers, our work focuses on DMA acceleration for NVMM. Prior to us, Assise [9] uses on-die DMA engines to bypass cache coherence traffic in cross-NUMA copies to Optane DIMMs. We focus on DMA optimizations within one NUMA node, and present new DMA engine techniques and measurements.

One reason why developers have ignored DMA acceleration is that, until recently, their offered copy speed was fairly low, even lower than the basic memcpy speed of a single CPU core. For example, Intel’s evaluation of their IOAT DMA engine on Broadwell processors, which were released in 2016, finds that for bulk transfers, the DMA engine’s copy speed (4.4 GB/s) is around half that of one CPU core (8.0 GB/s) [4]. Intel recently improved their DMA engine speed to ~15 GB/s in Skylake and newer processors. DMA engines on AMD’s second-generation EPYC processors offer even higher rates up to 70 GB/s [1], indicating that DMA acceleration is a promising strategy for the faster networks and NVMMs in the future, too.

**Software support for IOAT DMA.** We use a userspace driver for the IOAT DMA engine from the DPDK library [24]. An application thread interacts with the DMA engine with an asynchronous, lock-free API by posting work descriptors to per-thread DMA “channels.” One limitation of the IOAT DMA engine is that it operates on physical addresses. On Linux, privileged applications can translate virtual addresses to physical addresses by parsing `/proc/self/pagemap`. We use 2 MB hugepages allocated at boot time, and cache physical addresses after the first translation. This is safe because on Linux, the kernel does not change the physical address of such hugepages. In the steady state, our benchmarks do not perform any virtual-to-physical translation.

### 5.4 IOAT DMA microbenchmarks

This section presents, to our knowledge, the first in-depth study of the performance of the IOAT DMA engine on modern Intel CPUs. We focus on aspects that affect performance of bulk DMA writes to NVMM.

Recall that we are using the IOAT DMA engine to improve single-core RPC performance for bulk writes to remote NVMM, which is substantially lower than RDMA (Figure 4). Therefore, our microbenchmarks compare the copy performance of the IOAT DMA engine to software memcpy running on one CPU core. We do so by measuring the speed at which each approach can copy 1 kB–128 kB buffers to a large 4 GB buffer that is much larger than the CPU’s cache. This benchmark is representative of real networked workloads that copy data from cached RPC message buffers to in-memory logs or key-value stores.

**Persistence of DMA operations.** By default, the IOAT DMA engine writes data to CPU cache using a feature called Direct Cache Access (DCA). DCA for DMA engines is similar to DDIO for NICs. We found that we can disable DCA, and thereby force the engine’s writes to go directly to the memory controller, achieving durability in theory. Although Intel does not yet officially support this approach for durable writes to NVMM with IOAT DMA, the mechanism likely works because it is identical to RDMA writes with DDIO disabled. (RDMA writes are also handled by a DMA engine on the CPU.) By showing the large improvement from IOAT DMA for NVMM access, we hope to convince CPU vendors to officially support using DMA engines for durable NVMM writes.

**Ordering of IOAT DMA operations.** For DMA measurements, we found that keeping a window of multiple DMA operations in flight improves performance; we show performance with one \(W = 1\) and multiple \(W = 8\) outstanding DMA operations in flight. We found that pipelining more than eight DMAs did not further improve performance on our CPUs.

NVMM applications often require ordered persistence, i.e., a write should become persistent only after the previously issued writes become persistent. For DMA operation pipelining to be usable in NVMM applications that require ordered persistence, the DMA engine should provide the following guarantee: updates from an operation should not be visible in the CPU’s memory subsystem before all updates from previous operations on the same channel are visible. The publicly-available IOAT DMA documentation does not specify this guarantee. We created a stress test in which a monitoring thread checks for ordering violations, and verified that the IOAT DMA engine upholds this guarantee in practice.
5.4.1 Volatile memory copy performance. To establish a baseline of IOAT DMA performance without hitting the NVMM write bandwidth bottleneck, we first run the experiment with both source and destination buffers in volatile memory. Figure 5 shows the results with two window sizes (one and eight). For 8 kB or larger writes, the DMA engine delivers around 13.3 GB/s with a window of eight writes in flight, which is 44% higher than a 9.2 GB/s achieved by one core with memcpy. Our results also show that, even for moderately-sized copies of 4 kB or more bytes, pipelining multiple DMA operations improves performance by up to 3x.

5.4.2 NVMM copy performance. We now run the previous experiment with the destination buffer in Optane DIMMs. For the software baseline, we use an optimized persistent memcpy that uses AVX-512 non-temporal stores (ntstore) from the Persistent Memory Development Kit library. Figure 6 shows the results. We find that the default IOAT DMA configuration achieves at most 5.8 GB/s, which is only slightly better than ntstores (4.3 GB/s). Our single-threaded ntstore performance is the same as that reported previously by Yang et al. [53].

We used the hardware counters on Optane DIMMs to diagnose the DMA engine’s low performance. We found that the default IOAT DMA configuration results in a high in-DIMM write amplification of around 2x. We found that the root cause is similar to DDIO’s randomization effect in RDMA writes: by default, the IOAT DMA engine writes data to CPU caches using DCA, which trickles down to the Optane DIMMs in semi-random order. Recall that the fundamental cause of this inefficiency is that the CPU cache is not optimized for NVMM.

Disabling DCA for the IOAT DMA engine increases peak throughput by 2x from 5.8 GB/s to 11.5 GB/s. Both with and without DCA, the bottleneck lies in the Optane DIMMs’ write throughput to persistent media (approximately 13 GB/s for the six Optane DIMMs in our system [53]). The difference is that with DCA enabled, write amplification wastes almost half the bandwidth.

For small 1–2 kB copies, disabling DCA reduces the DMA engine’s performance. This happens likely because for small copies, the throughput is much lower than the Optane DIMMs’ peak write throughput, and DCA’s advantage of writing directly to caches makes the copies faster. However, DMA with DCA enabled does not provide durability.

5.5 Optimizing RPCs with DMA

We chose to add the DMA optimization in the application-level RPC request handler at the server. We considered adding DMA support inside eRPC by using DMA to directly copy application data from the NIC’s receive ring buffers to NVMM. However, receive ring buffers are MTU-sized and therefore small—typically \( \approx 1500 \) B on commodity Ethernet. The DMA engine is more efficient for larger copies (Figure 6). Using DMA at the application level allows us to work with large de-fragmented messages instead of small packets, improving performance.

Our solution involves the following steps at the server. First, eRPC’s event loop running at the server receives packets from the network. It de-fragments packets into messages by copying them from ring buffers into the application’s volatile buffer. Then, eRPC’s event loop invokes an application-level request handler in the same thread. The handler copies the message to NVMM asynchronously using the DMA engine. The handler returns to eRPC before the copy completes, overlapping network packet processing inside eRPC with the DMA copy. The server sends a response message back to the client after the copy completes.
Figure 7: Effect of IOAT DMA acceleration on RPC throughput. Unlike “RPC baseline” and “RPC + DMA, DCA disabled”, “RPC + DMA, DCA enabled” does not provide durability.

Figure 7 compares the performance of bulk writes to remote NVMM with default RPCs, and with our DMA acceleration optimization (termed RPC + DMA). We show performance for RPC+DMA both with Direct Cache Access enabled and disabled. Note that RPC+DMA does not provide durability when DCA is enabled. We make two observations:

1. RPC+DMA with DCA disabled provides the highest performance for 16 kB and larger writes. For smaller writes, the RPC+DMA with DCA enabled performs better. This is because the latter benefits from having to write data to only the CPU cache and not the NVMM, which is faster when the NVMM DIMMs are under low load (Section 5.4.2).

2. RPC+DMA with DCA disabled achieves line rate with 32 kB or larger writes. The other approaches fail to achieve line rate. For large 128 kB copies, RPC+DMA is 2.3x faster than the eRPC baseline, and 32% faster than RPC+DCA with DCA enabled. The latter fails to achieve line rate because of NVMM access pattern randomization caused by DCA.

6 PERSISTENT LOG

This section presents our findings on another important primitive in distributed systems: Persistent logs are building blocks of critical application such as transaction processing systems [12, 18, 19], state machine replication, and remote backups. We focus on small log records up to a few thousand bytes in size, such as those generated by online transaction processing workloads like TPC-C [45]. Techniques from the previous section on optimizing bulk writes to remote NVMM are useful for larger log writes.

In a straightforward log design, the log consists of two parts: a log buffer, and an 8 B counter that holds the number of bytes written to the log buffer. To append data to the log, we first issue a durable write to the log buffer, followed by a durable write to the counter. (A durable write includes a store instruction, followed by a cache line flush using the \texttt{clwb} instruction, and an \texttt{sfence}.) We found that this straightforward design performs poorly, which is surprising because sequential writes to NVMM perform well [53].

We found that the repeated writes to the counter cause the poor append performance. To understand the counter’s performance in isolation, we wrote a benchmark that repeatedly issues durable writes to one 8 B location in NVMM. We found that we can do only 1.3 million updates per second, corresponding to 770 ns average latency per persistent write. Note that a persistent write begins execution only after the previous persistent write is complete, so inverse throughput of persistent writes equals their average latency. For comparison, the average latency of small sequential durable writes to with Optane DIMMs is only around 120 ns.

6.1 Diagnosis: Cache line invalidation

Why are repeated writes to the same memory location slow? This is an important question because such writes are common in networked systems, e.g., in log-based distributed system components such as write-ahead logging and state machine replication, in systems that use persistent timestamps [11], and in key-value stores while handling skewed workloads [15].

At first, we wrongly hypothesized that slow repeated writes are due to wear-leveling inside the Optane DIMMs: Each persistent block in Optane DIMMs supports a finite number of erase cycles. A controller inside the DIMM prevents repeated erasures of the same block by spreading out the writes over multiple blocks. Repeated writes to the counter trigger wear-leveling, causing a slowdown. After examining the DIMM’s hardware counters, we found that this hypothesis is incorrect because the volatile power-safe write-combining buffer inside the Optane DIMMs absorbs almost all writes to the counter. The DIMMs’ hardware counters report that almost no writes to the log’s counter reach the persistent media. In addition, our experiments showed that the poor performance is not specific to NVMM Optane DIMMs: We also see low performance when we use DRAM for the 8 B location instead of NVMM, while still using the \texttt{store-clwb-sfence} instruction combination.

The actual reason for poor performance of repeated writes to the same cache line is that CPU caches are not optimized for NVMM. Contrary to the expected behavior and common understanding, \texttt{clwb} invalidates and flushes the target cacheline [7]. \texttt{clwb} is supposed to improve upon the older \texttt{clflushopt} instruction—which invalidates the target cacheline—by retaining flushed cachelines in the CPU cache. However, on current processors that support NVMM (i.e.,
up to Intel Cascade Lake CPUs), clwb behaves identically to clflushopt. The unexpected behavior of clwb is correct, however. Per the documentation of clwb: "The line may be retained in the cache hierarchy in non-modified state." (emphasis is ours). Repeated invalidation of the same cache line results in poor performance.

6.2 Rotating counter
We designed a "rotating counter" that avoids repeated writes to the same memory location by spreading writes to multiple memory blocks. It internally uses ten contiguous 256 B blocks in NVMM. Other values of the number of contiguous blocks or the size of each block showed worse performance. With 256 B blocks, blocks are striped across the six Optane DIMMs, which contributes to the improved performance. We write the first counter update to the 8 B "chunk" at the start of the first block, the second to the start of the second block, and so forth. After ten updates, we wrap around to the first block. During normal operation, we maintain the counter’s latest update in volatile memory, so reading its value is cheap. During failure recovery, we restore the counter’s state by reading from the persistent memory file, and taking the maximum update value across the ten chunks. Figure 8 diagrams our rotating counter in comparison to a basic 8 B counter.

The rotating counter supports ten million updates per second, 7.6x higher than using one 8 B location. The rotating counter requires more space than the basic counter—2560 B in NVMM instead of 8 B. This overhead may be negligible for persistent logs in database applications, since such logs typically store gigabytes or more of data.

6.3 Extension to rotating registers
The rotating counter technique above requires increasing updates: taking the maximum value among the ten chunks does not work if we wish to also support decrements to the 8 B location. We created a novel method to extend our approach by removing this limitation, thereby supporting arbitrary updates. Our method works by using XOR instead of MAX as the recovery function, and by cleverly constructing updates to the chunks.

Our persistent rotating register \( R \) consists of ten 256 B chunks \( R[0], \ldots, R[9] \). Assume that for the \( i \)-th update, we wish to set \( R = x \). As in the rotating counter, we will write to chunk \( j = i \mod 10 \) for this update. Instead of simply setting \( R[j] = x \), we set \( R[j] = R[0] \oplus \ldots \oplus R[j-1] \oplus x \oplus R[j+1] \oplus \ldots \oplus R[9] \). (We assume \( j \) is between 2 and 7 for convenience in writing this expression.) During failure-free operation, we maintain copies of the chunks in CPU cache, so computing the right hand side of the expression is cheap because it requires no NVMM accesses.

If the machine crashes after we set \( R[j] \), we need to recover \( x \) without knowing \( j \). (Persisting \( j \) for each update would reduce performance.) The recovery works as follows. Recall that any value XOR-ed with itself is zero. Therefore, after the write to \( R[j] \) becomes persistent, \( R[0] \oplus \ldots \oplus R[9] = x \). Each update maintains this invariant, starting from the initial zero value of all chunks. During failure recovery, we obtain the latest value of \( R \) by XOR-ing \( R[0] \) through \( R[9] \).

6.4 End-to-end performance
We evaluate the benefit of the rotation technique described above in a networked environment. We created a single-threaded log server that receives log entries from multiple remote clients via RPCs. On receiving a log entry, the server thread appends it to a local log in NVMM. The server uses either a single 8 B location or a rotating counter for the head pointer of its log.

Figure 9 compares the persistent log append rate with the two counter choices. For up to 512 B appends, using a rotating counter improves the append rate by 80–90%, reaching 2.6 million updates per second with 256 B updates. For larger appends, most of the time is spent in writing to the log buffer, so the choice of counter has little effect.
7 RELATED WORK

Distributed systems with emulated or real NVMM. Several recent distributed transaction processing systems use DRAM as a placeholder for NVMM to store data and transaction logs [18, 27, 49]. A key difference between the design of these systems is the extent to which they use one-sided RDMA and what they handle with RPCs. Our work shows that we must revisit this longstanding RDMA-vs-RPC debate for NVMM. For example, Wei et al. [49] find that one-sided RDMA writes are much faster than RPCs for logging to remote DRAM in distributed transactions. However, using durable logging to remote NVMM instead of volatile logging to remote DRAM reduces the advantage of RDMA (Figure 3). Because RPC-based designs have other advantages such as simplicity and higher scalability [28, 32], the much-reduced latency benefit of one-sided RDMA over RPCs for logging may shift the balance in favor of RPCs.

The work of Yang et al. [52] on reducing the overhead of registering huge NVMM memory regions with RDMA NICs is orthogonal but complementary to ours. Our experiments register only small memory NVMM regions (a few tens of gigabytes) for RDMA, which was sufficient to expose the inefficiencies in current CPU cache designs. File systems such as Orion [51] and Assise [9] seek to bring the benefits of NVMM to file operations. The bulk RDMA writes in these systems could benefit from our optimizations (Section 5).

Single-machine NVMM systems. Our work is closest in spirit to the work on empirical guidelines for NVMM use by Yang et al. [53]. The primary distinction is that we focus on systems issues that arise specifically in networked workloads. Similar to their conclusions, we find that prior results in distributed systems that used emulated NVMM will need re-evaluation. Mnemosyne [47] presents a novel "torn-bit" log for NVMM that requires only one persistent write per log append. They achieve this by using the atomicity of 8 B persistent memory writes, and reserving one bit per 8 B word as a marker. In contrast, our persistent log (Section 6) requires a second write to the log’s head pointer. We plan to compare the performance of the two log designs in the future. Our design has the advantage that the log entries are intact instead of garbled as in Mnemosyne’s torn-bit log. As a result, it may be faster and simpler (e.g., during debugging) to read from the log. In addition, our rotation technique applies to applications other than logging, such as counters and timestamps. Concurrent to our work, Chen et al. [15] discovered the poor performance of repeated durable writes to the same cache line. They hypothesized that wear-leveling inside the NVMM or some unexplained blocking of clwb causes the low performance. Our work provides the exact reason for the low performance, and an optimization for networked counters and registers to achieve high performance.

8 CONCLUSION

Our work presents solutions to a variety of challenges that arise when building networked systems with NVMM. Our contributions include an empirical evaluation of networking options for NVMM, new experiments and optimizations for achieving low latency and high bandwidth access to remote NVMM, and case studies of two high-performance NVMM-based networked systems. We find that current CPU caches are ill-optimized for NVMM, which causes several performance regressions. Put together, these results highlight the importance of careful attention to fundamental and distinctive networking-related properties of real NVMM devices.
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